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Dism
Whatis determinism inphysical theory?

To the bestof our knowledge, physical laws are
presented as differential equations:

classical: Field eas
·M: Schrodinger equ

Determinism

=>E Fnitial state fixes unique future state,

- An autological doctrine about the temporal
evolution of the world

Contological,relating concepts - inthis care part and
future states (

-

What does "="entail?

How fragile is determinism?
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Amenexample:Norton's Dame (2008)
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Dome surface:0 (r,0) =(R(r)cosd, R(renice, (r)

R(v) =3(1 - (-v)]z(r) =zo-e
Apex z=Zo

Particle itiding withoutfriction:
E =T+V =tmi2 =mgz

=EMrr- mg(zo - 2)
E =0 -> i =I

· apparently, a harmless looking dome:
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Inminacy = Ur

consider intial data v(0) =v10) =0

There are two solutions:

[L r(t) =0
--
state of infinite rest

Lib vIt) =1 t4
144

* For any
I. There can be combined toobtain

~ It) - 0, <T3 I It-TY, A?T
144

Particle it at restuntil an anytime I
and then starts movingly

· Atable top counter example to determinism in
Newtonian mechanics.

· Violation of Newton's First Law of Motion.



⑮
goingon?

Induced metric on Dome:

ds=dr+R"(r) de

Gaussian curvature of Dome:

kar = [wFr-11-v)2]-

timot R(r) = 0 - metric degenerate atapex

himY(r) =0-Gaussian Currature divergest
->or at apex.

curvature singularity atr=0.
I

Mathematical reason/"resolution"

meetForoptions:all functions inIVI continuetous
Uniqueness of solutions, all functions in IUP

natuly ↳continuiti
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Lipshitz continuity:For 8:M ->B, there is a
<To such that

-8e ↳C. for all mise

"Functions do not change too fast"

zu

mi
>
x

Function curve never enters the slope "lightcome"

For the dome, or violates hipschitzcontinueto



Farman example inGR?
G

S29,4] =a/gRIg) - (dYg2m(8,4).
SS =Ja(ug(Gab =8HTab) Sgab+gSm 84]

->Perilized Einsteinequs:

FgGab =8TGFg Tab

If ig to them Gab=84 Tab.

Consider densitized FRW
equs. for

ds = - dt + a2(t) (dx+ dy +d=).



⑧
a=2C

for perfect find
a=C(p +2)

P =wp

(c =4,5
=a,i =-3(1+w).)

Eliminating inzidrqu.
aa - (It E) aa =0

Innatesolutions forPCor
a+(t) = 0, <T

E
CLt-T)

-B
tT.

Universe sits at the point of the Big Bang up
to

an arbitrary time coordinate value T, and
then spontaneously starts expanding,



⑨
* One parameter family of cosmological domes"
- indeterminacy dependend on equ. of state

P=wp,we(- 1, - z)

1- excludes cosmological constant.).

* This is an indeterminacy worta cord. Time.

Eineindeterminacy will see pete

Universe volume (Hubble time)

V (tx).

V =a AH =2



⑩
The indeterminate solution

a+(t) =(0
<T

CLt-T)-AC,T.

becomes

V(t) =0

or V(t) =a(- tH)
-*

· Arbitrary T eliminated.

- Solutionswillnot unique butitsee
thatspontaneously starts expanding:
to cannot be shifted,unlike word. A

A Viti) is a relational phase space
curve like

·I
a



So what? ⑪

A simple systems from GR exhibit
indeterminacy.

A Egu. of state connected with

Lifschitz continuity.
* In terms of relational observables

spontaneous change in motion dies
not occur despite non-uniqueness.

Tomeet(in determinism

recate


